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1 Introductions
Let ~Mn+1(~c) be an (n+ 1)-dimensional real space form with constant curvature
~c (i.e. complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold with constant sectional curvature, say ~c). For each
real number ~c and each integer n > 1 there is (up to isometry) exactly one n-dimensional real space form with
constant curvature ~c.
The real space forms are:
(1) If ~c = 0, then ~Mn+1(~c) is a Euclidean space En+1.
(2) If ~c < 0, then, ~Mn+1(~c) is a real hyperbolic space Hn+1(~c).
(3) If ~c > 0, then, ~Mn+1(~c) is a Euclidean sphere Sn+1(~c).
2 Preliminaries
Let f :Mn ! ~Mn+1(~c) be an isometric immersion of an n-dimensional Riemannian manifoldMn in ~Mn+1(~c).
For simplicity, say that Mn is a hypersurface immersed in ~Mn+1. For an arbitrary point x0 2 Mn, we
may choose a eld  of unit normal vectors dened in a neighborhood U of x0. The second fundamental form
h and the corresponding symmetric opreator A are dened and related to covarient dierentiations ~r and r
in ~Mn+1(c) and Mn, respectively,
by the following formulas:
~rXY = rXY + h(X;Y ); (1)
~rX =  AX; (2)
where X and Y are vector elds tangent to Mn: The Gauss equation is:
R(X;Y ) = ~c(X ^ Y ) +AX ^AY;X; Y 2 Tx(M); (3)
where X ^ Y denotes the skew-symmetric endmorphism of Tx(M).
And the Codazzi equation is expressed by
(rXA)(Y ) = (rYA)(X) (4)
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for all tangent vectors X and Y .
Let r, R and S be the covarient dierentiation on Mn, the curvature tensor of Mn and the Ricci tensor of
Mn, respectively.
Also, Mn is called a locally symmetric space if the curvature tensor R of Mn satises
rR = 0
For example, a piece of the product of two spaces with constant curvature is a locally symmetric space.
Then it is naturally considered the question weather Mn is rR = 0 under the weaker condition of
R(X;Y ) R = 0:
for any tangent vectors X and Y . With regard to this, Nomizu [2] proved the following: Let Mn be an n-
dimensional, connected, complete Riemannian manifold which is isometrically immersed in a Euclidean space
En+1 so that the type number (i.e., the rank of the second fundamental form A) is greater than 2 at least at
one point. If Mn satises condition R(X;Y )  R = 0, then it is of the form M = Sk  En k, where Sk is a
hypersphere in a Euclidean subspace Ek+1 of En+1 and En k is a Euclidean subspace orthogonal to En+1.
Ryan [3] showed : Let Mn be a hypersurface in ~Mn+1(~c), ~c 6= 0, n > 2 with R(X;Y )  R = 0. Then for any
x 2 M either the type number = n or the type number 5 1. Assume that the hypothesis of R(X;Y )  R = 0
and in addition that at each point exactly two principal curvatures are distinct and they have multiplicities
> 1. Then M is locally isometric to a product of two spaces of constant curvature ([3]).
The condition R(X;Y ) R = 0 implies, in particular,
R(X;Y )  S = 0:
Then Tanno [5] proved the following result: For hypersurfaces in En+1 with the positive scalar curvature, the
conditions R(X;Y ) R = 0 and R(X;Y )  S = 0 are equivalent. If the curvature tensor R of Mn satises
R(X;Y ) R = a(X ^ Y ) R:
for any tangent vector X and Y , then M is called semi-symmetric classes, where a is constant and X ^ Y is
dened by (X ^ Y )Z = g(Y; Z)X   g(X;Z)Y .
Wang and Matsuyama [6] proved: Let Mn be a complete hypersurface in ~Mn+1(~c). Assume that a is a positive
constant. If R(X;Y ) R = a(X ^ Y ) R on Mn, then Mn is either the type number 5 1 for any x 2M or the
type number = n and totaly umbilical. Hence Mn is a space of constant curvature.
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If the Ricci tensor S of Mn satises
R(X;Y )  S = a(X ^ Y )  S:
for any tangent vector X and Y , then M is called Ricci semi-symmetric classes, where a is constant.
The purpose of this paper is to classify hypersurfaces of Ricci semi-symmetric classes in a real space form.
We note that this condition is weaker than R(X;Y )  S = 0.
Now, we prepare the following results:
Theorem A. (see Ryan [4]) If ~c 6= 0, R(X;Y ) R = 0 if only if R(X;Y )  S = 0:
Theorem B. (see Ryan [4]) If ~c = 0 and the scalar curvature S of M is constant, R(X;Y )  R = 0 and
R(X;Y )  S = 0 are equivalent.
Theorem C. (see Ryan [4])For hypersurfaces in En+1 with non-negative scalar curvature, the conditions
R(X;Y ) R = 0 if only if R(X;Y )  S = 0 .
Theorem D. (see Ryan [4])Let M be a hypersurface of dimension > 2 in a real space form of constant
curvature ~c. If M is not of constant curvature ~c and if rS = 0 on M , then M is an open subset of one of the
standard examples or ~c = 0 and rank A = 2 on M .
3 The condition R(X; Y )  S = a(X ^ Y )  S
Proposition 1. Let R be a hypersurface in a space of constant curvature ~c. Then R(X;Y ) R = a(X^Y ) R,
if and only if
(~c  a+ ij)(i   j)k = 0
i 6= j; j 6= k; k 6= i
Proposition 2. Let M be a hypersurface in a space of constant curvature ~c. Then R(X;Y )  S = a(X ^ Y )  S
if and only if at each point of M ,
(i   j)(~c  a+ ij)(traceA  i   j) = 0
for 1  i; j  n.
We rst consider the case of ~c = 0.
Proposition 3. If ~c = 0 and a 6= 0, then R(X;Y ) R = a(X ^Y ) S if and only if R(X;Y ) S = a(X ^Y ) S.
Proposition 4. If ~c   a = 0 and the scalar curvature s is constant, then R(X;Y )  R = a(X ^ Y )  R and
R(X;Y )  S = a(X ^ Y )  S are equivalent.
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Finally, Assume that ~c  a 6= 0 and ~c 6= 0. Then
Proposition 5. If ~c   a 6= 0, ~c 6= 0 and R(X;Y )  S = a(X ^ Y )  S, then the second fundamental form is
parallel and S = (n  2)~cI. If rankA = n and M is not totally umbilical, then the case is a counter example of
M which satises R(X;Y )  S = a(X ^ Y )  S and but which does not satisfy R(X;Y ) R = a(X ^ Y ) R.
Thus we obtain the following result.
Theorem. Let Mn be a hypersurface in ~M (n+ 1)(~c). We assume that a is non-zero constant. If ~c = 0, then
R(X;Y ) R = a(X ^ Y ) R and R(X;Y )  S = a(X ^ Y )  S are equivalent.
If ~c 6= 0; ~c a = 0 and the scalar curvature is constant, then R(X;Y ) R = a(X ^Y ) R if only if R(X;Y ) S =
a(X^Y )S. If ~c 6== 0, ~c a 6= 0, then the second fundamental form is parallel and S = (n 2)~cI. If rank A = n
and M is not totally umbilical, then the case is a counter example of M which satises R(X;Y )S = a(X^Y )S
and but which does not satisfy R(X;Y ) R = a(X ^ Y ) R.
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